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In brief 

South African residents are entitled to an exemption for remuneration received or accrued with respect 

to services rendered outside South Africa pursuant to section 10(1)(o)(ii) of the Income Tax Act, 1962 

(Act No. 58 of 1962.)  In order to qualify for the exemption, certain requirements (mainly relating to 

periods of absence from South Africa) must be met. On July 19, 2017, the National Treasury released the 

Draft Taxation Laws Amendment Bill, 2017 (hereinafter Draft Bill), for public comment.  One of the more 

controversial proposals in the Draft Bill is the proposal that section 10(1)(o)(ii) be repealed in its entirety. 

 

In detail 

Requirements of section 

10(1)(o)(ii)  

In order to qualify for the 
exemption, the relevant services 
must be rendered by the South 
African resident as an employee 
on behalf of an employer and 
must be rendered outside South 
Africa.  Only remuneration in 
respect of foreign services 
qualifies for the exemption, 
which does not apply to exempt 
other income of the South 
African resident. Critically, the 
South African resident must be 
outside South Africa for a total 
of more than 183 days during 
any 12-month period, and 60 of 
these 183 days must be 
consecutive days. 

Background – purpose of the 

exemption  

The exemption was introduced 
in 2001 as part of the legislation 
that introduced the residence 
basis of taxation. At this time it 
was stated that, internationally, 
it is accepted practice to exempt 
foreign employment income of a 
resident if the resident is 
outside his or her country of 
residence for a period exceeding 
183 days. 

Announcement in the Budget 

and the current proposal in 

the Draft Bill  

It was announced in the Budget 
earlier this year that 
amendments would be made to 
the exemption in order to 
ensure that it would only apply 
if the remuneration is subject to 

tax in the relevant foreign 
country. Accordingly, it was 
expected that there would be 
some modification made to 
section 10(1)(o)(ii) in this year’s 
legislative cycle in order to 
prevent double non-taxation.  

Surprisingly, however, the Draft 
Bill proposes the complete 
repeal of the exemption, with 
effect from March 1, 2019. 

Reasons advanced by 

National Treasury for the 

proposed repeal of the 

exemption  

In the draft Explanatory 
Memorandum (released with 
the Draft Bill), National 
Treasury draws attention to the 
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less extensive treaty network available 
to South Africa at the time of the 
introduction of the exemption. 
National Treasury also states that the 
exemption is creating opportunities 
for double non-taxation where 
remuneration is neither taxed in 
South Africa nor in the relevant 
foreign country, and that this was 
never intended, drawing attention to 
another statement at the time of the 
introduction of the exemption that it 
would be monitored for abuse to earn 

foreign employment income without 
foreign taxation.  

The takeaway 

Should the exemption ultimately be 
repealed, employers will need to 
ensure that the full impact thereof is 
communicated to employees in a 
timely manner and that any additional 
tax costs are factored into the cost of 
doing business. Consideration should 
also be given to the implications of 

any applicable tax treaty on the rights 
of South Africa to tax such income, on 
the basis that such right will depend 
on the facts and circumstances of each 
particular case. Since the 
announcement in the Budget, PwC 
has been engaging with National 
Treasury on this issue, and written 
representations were made even 
before the release of the Draft Bill. 
This engagement with National 
Treasury will continue as part of the 
process of public consultation.
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Let’s talk   

For a deeper discussion of how this issue might affect your mobile business, please contact your PwC Global Mobility 

Services engagement team or one of the following professionals: 

Global Mobility Services – South Africa 

Alan Seccombe, Johannesburg 
+27 (011) 797 4110 
alan.seccombe@pwc.com 
 

Kerry Aylward, Durban 
+27 (031) 271 2433 
kerry.aylward@pwc.com 
 

Gavin Duffy, Johannesburg 
+27 (011) 797 4271 
gavin.duffy@pwc.com 
 

Ian Olls, Port Elizabeth 
+27 (041) 391 4474 
ian.olls@pwc.com 
 

James Whitaker, Cape Town 
+27 (021) 529 2638 
james.whitaker@pwc.com 
 

Global Mobility Services – United States 

Peter Clarke, Global Leader 
+1 (203) 539-3826 
peter.clarke@pwc.com 
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